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Abstract: Pressure-retarded osmosis (PRO) is a promising technology that harvests salinity gradient
energy. Even though PRO has great power-generating potential, its commercialization is currently
facing many challenges. In this regard, this review highlights the discrepancies between the reported
power density obtained by lab-scale PRO systems, as well as numerical investigations, and the
significantly low power density values obtained by PRO pilot plants. This difference in performance
is mainly due to the effect of a pressure drop and the draw pressure effect on the feed channel
hydrodynamics, which have significant impacts on large-scale modules; however, it has a minor
or no effect on small-scale ones. Therefore, this review outlines the underlying causes of the high
power density values obtained by lab-scale PRO systems and numerical studies. Moreover, other
challenges impeding PRO commercialization are discussed, including the effect of concentration
polarization, the solution temperature, the pressure drop, and the draw pressure effect on the feed
channel hydrodynamics. In conclusion, this review sheds valuable insights on the issues facing PRO
commercialization and suggests recommendations that can facilitate the successful development of
PRO power plants.
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1. Introduction

Salinity gradient energy (SGE) is a promising form of renewable energy that provides
clean sustainable energy and recently emerged as an alternative to fossil fuel power plants.
SGE is generated from the salinity difference between two solutions, such as freshwater
and seawater. SGE was first introduced by Pattle [1] as the energy available through the
mixing of seawater and freshwater, where the energy generated depends on the osmotic
pressure difference between the two solutions. There are several processes that utilize SGE
to produce power, such as reverse electrodialysis (RED), pressure-retarded osmosis (PRO),
capacitive mixing (CAPMIX), and reverse vapor compression (RVC) [2]. RED utilizes the
electrochemical potential difference between the solutions through the directional flow of
ions across ion-exchange membranes, generating power that is captured by electrodes [3].
PRO utilizes the osmotic pressure difference between two different salinity solutions across
a semipermeable membrane to generate power [4]. CAPMIX, on the other hand, does not
involve the use of membranes but uses porous electrodes submerged in an electrolyte to
generate power from the chemical potential energy [5]. Similar to CAPMIX, RVC does not
involve the use of membranes but generates power by utilizing the difference in vapor
pressure between freshwater and seawater [6].

The performance of any SGE process can be assessed by determining its efficiency and
power density. The efficiency indicates the amount of useful work produced relative to the
available energy, which is the Gibbs free energy of mixing the two solutions. The power
density is defined as the power produced per membrane surface area for PRO and RED,
or per unit electrode mass in the case of CAPMIX. PRO has a higher power density when
compared with RED and CAPMIX [7,8]. In addition, PRO has a higher efficiency range
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(54–56%) compared with RED (18–38%), as reported by Yip and Elimelech [9]. Thus, PRO
has a greater potential for power generation compared with other SGE technologies.

Compared with other forms of renewable energy technologies, PRO has a higher
availability factor, as it is able to generate a constant power supply for base loads [10–16].
In addition, PRO has a higher energy conversion efficiency compared with other renewable
energy technologies, such as those generating solar, geothermal, and wind energies [17].
The energy conversion efficiency is the ratio between the energy generated and the energy
that is input or available. In the case of PRO, this efficiency is the ratio between the energy
produced and the Gibbs free energy of mixing. The global power generation potential of
PRO is estimated to be around 157 GW after considering losses and inefficiencies when
using only 10% of the global rivers’ water discharge [18]. This estimate can cover the energy
demand of around half a billion people according to the average worldwide electricity
consumption [18].

PRO is an osmotically driven process that utilizes the osmotic pressure difference
between low- and high-salinity solutions, which was first described and patented by
Leob [19] in 1975. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the basic components and the flow of
solutions in the PRO process. In PRO, a semi-permeable membrane fixed in a membrane
module separates the two solutions of different salt concentrations. The high-salinity
solution (draw solution) is pressurized to a high pressure that is still lower than the
osmotic pressure, while the low-salinity solution (feed solution) flows at a low pressure that
overcomes the pressure drop in the module flow channel. The osmotic pressure difference
between the two solutions drives water from the feed solution to the draw solution across
the membrane [20,21]. The flow of water through the membrane dilutes the draw solution
and increases its volume flow rate. A hydro turbine is then utilized to depressurize the
high-pressure draw solution to generate energy that feeds the high-pressure pump and
provides net positive power. The power generated by PRO is directly related to the amount
of water permeated through the membrane from the feed solution to the draw solution,
which depends on the osmotic pressure difference, as well as the membrane characteristics
and operating conditions.
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Figure 1. Schematic of a basic PRO process.

The high- and low-salinity solutions for PRO plants are available from various natural
and industrial sources. The feed and draw solutions could be from freshwater and seawater
present at river mouths, seawater, and brine rejected from desalination plants, or fresh-
water and wastewater rejected from water treatment plants [21,22]. As the concentration
difference between the feed and draw solutions increases, the power generated increases
significantly [23,24]. It was reported that the PRO power density increased by 6.5 times
as the draw solution concentration increased from 0.5 M NaCl (i.e., 0.5 mol/liter NaCl
solution, which is close to seawater salinity) to 1 M NaCl (similar to the salinity of rejected
brine from a seawater reverse osmosis (RO) desalination plant), and 17.5 times as the
draw concentration increased to 2 M NaCl (similar to brine rejected from a seawater FO
desalination plant) with a feed concentration of 0.05 M NaCl [25]. However, at a higher feed
solution concentration, the power density is significantly lower at the same concentration
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difference between the feed and draw solutions due to the severe internal concentration
polarization [25], as discussed later.

Despite its great potential, the commercialization of PRO faces several issues that limit
its use for large-scale power production. One of the main challenges is the inefficiency of
the commercially available membrane module and spacers for use in PRO [26–30]. The
current spacers were reported to cause channel blockage and severe membrane deformation,
increasing the pressure drop, and hence, reducing the PRO performance [29,30]. Moreover,
the PRO performance is greatly reduced by the effect of the concentration polarization,
which can either be internal, occurring inside the membrane support layer, or external,
occurring near the membrane surface [21,31]. Another challenge limiting PRO performance
is the occurrence of fouling, which is more significant when high-salinity solutions, such as
seawater or wastewater, are used as the feed solution [32–34]. Moreover, the temperatures
of the draw and feed solutions can significantly influence the PRO performance [35]. The
solution temperatures depend on the geographical location and seasonal temperature
fluctuations, as seawater temperatures can fluctuate from −2 to 35 ◦C throughout the
year [36].

This review aimed to enhance the understanding of the challenges facing PRO com-
mercialization. It starts with a discussion of the solution diffusion model, along with a
comparison between the water flux predictions estimated using the different modified
versions of the model. This is followed by a comprehensive comparison of the performance
of plate-and-frame and spiral wound modules using commercially available membranes.
This comparison surveys the experimental and numerical data of the performance of both
modules available in the literature. A detailed discussion of the challenges facing PRO
commercialization is then included, some of which were encountered and reported by the
first PRO pilot plant. Finally, this review offers recommendations and insights on the future
research required to achieve successful PRO commercialization.

2. Modeling of PRO Process
2.1. Osmotic Processes

Osmosis can be described as the spontaneous flow of water (or solvent) from a solution
of high water potential (low salinity) to a solution of low water potential (high salinity)
across a semipermeable membrane. There are three basic osmotic processes with different
water flow directions that depend on both the osmotic and applied hydraulic pressure
difference, namely, forward osmosis (FO), reverse osmosis (RO), and PRO. In an FO process,
there is no hydraulic pressure difference applied and hence the water flux is generated
by the osmotic pressure difference only from the low-salinity solution to the high-salinity
solution. In PRO, the hydraulic pressure difference applied to the high-salinity solution
is lower than the osmotic pressure difference, and hence, water will still flow from the
low-salinity to the high-salinity solution, similar to the FO process. In RO, the hydraulic
pressure difference applied is higher than the osmotic pressure difference and water flows
in the opposite direction (i.e., from the high-salinity to the low-salinity solution). The flux
reversal point is theoretically defined as the point at which the hydraulic pressure difference
is equal to the osmotic pressure difference. In reality, the flux reversal point occurs at a
hydraulic pressure difference that is lower than the osmotic pressure, as shown in Figure 2,
due to the combined effects of the concentration polarization, draw solution dilution, and
pressure drop. The PRO performance is assessed in terms of the power density, which
is defined as the power generated per unit membrane area. Theoretically, the maximum
power density occurs at the point at which the hydraulic pressure difference is equal to half
the osmotic pressure difference. However, similar to the flux reversal point, the maximum
power density is achieved at a lower hydraulic pressure difference, as shown in Figure 2.
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2.2. Solution Diffusion Model
2.2.1. Neglecting the Effect of Concentration Polarization

The water flux across a semipermeable membrane is defined by the following equation:

Jw = A(∆π − ∆P) (1)

where A is the water permeability coefficient, ∆π is the osmotic pressure difference, and ∆P
is the hydraulic pressure difference. The PRO performance is assessed through the power
density W, which is the power generated per membrane surface area and is given by

W = Jw∆P = A(∆π − ∆P)∆P (2)

To find the optimal ∆P that achieves a maximum power density, Equation (2) should
be differentiated with respect to ∆P. The maximum power density occurs at ∆P = ∆π/2,
yielding the following expression for the theoretical maximum power density:

Wmax = A
∆π2

4
(3)

In this theoretical maximum power density expression, the effects of the concentration
polarization and salt flux across the membrane are neglected. In real membranes, the
concentration polarization reduces the osmotic pressure difference and subsequently lowers
the water flux reversal point. In addition, the salt flux across the membrane changes both
feed and draw solution concentrations along the membrane length, reducing the osmotic
pressure difference. Therefore, the combined effects of the concentration polarization
and salt flux in real membranes will result in the maximum power density occurring at
a lower pressure difference compared with the theoretical maximum power density, i.e.,
∆P < ∆π/2.

2.2.2. Lee’s Model

In 1981, Lee et al. [37] considered the effect of internal concentration polarization (ICP)
in the solution diffusion model but ignored the effect of the external concentration polariza-
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tion (ECP). Referring to Figure 3, they neglected the ECP by assuming that CD,b = CD,m and
CF,b = CF,m. This assumption is valid if there is a high degree of turbulence near the mem-
brane surface. Therefore, they modified the osmotic pressure difference in Equation (1),
yielding the following expression:

Jw = A
(

∆πe f f − ∆P
)
= A

(
πD,m − πicp − ∆P

)
(4)

where ∆πe f f is the effective osmotic pressure difference between the active layer membrane
surface (πD,m) and the active–support layer interface (πicp), as shown in Figure 3. Using
van’t Hoff’s model, the osmotic pressure as a function of the concentration is given as

π = βRTC (5)

where β is the van’t Hoff coefficient, Ru is the universal gas constant, T is the absolute
temperature, and C is the salt concentration.
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The salt (or solute) flux across the membrane active layer is defined by Equation (6):

Js = B
(
CD,m − Cicp

)
(6)

where B is the salt permeability coefficient, CD,m is the concentration at the active layer, and
Cicp is the concentration at the active–support layer interface.

The mass transport of the salt across the membrane support layer is caused by diffusion
due to the presence of the salt gradient and convection due to water flux across the
membrane. The effect of diffusion is represented by the first term in Equation (7), while the
second term represents the convection effect:

Js = Dε
dC(x)

dx
− JwC(x) (7)
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where D is the diffusion coefficient in the membrane support layer and ε is the porosity of
the membrane support layer. Rearrangement of Equation (7) gives

1

C(x) + Js
Jw

dC(x) =
Jw

Dε
dx (8)

Integrating Equation (8) using the boundary conditions C(x) = CF,m at x = 0 and
C(x) = Cicp at x = τt, where x is the distance measured from the membrane support layer
toward the membrane active layer, yields the following expression:

Cicp = CF,m exp
(

Jw
τt
Dε

)
+

Js

Jw

[
exp

(
Jw

τt
Dε

)
− 1
]

(9)

where t represents the thickness of the membrane support layer and τ is the tortuosity of the
membrane support layer. Substituting Equation (6) into Equation (9) yields the following
equation:

Cicp =
B[exp(JwK)− 1]

(
CD,m − Cicp

)
Jw

+ CF,m exp(JwK) (10)

where K is the solute resistivity for diffusion inside the support layer, as given by Equation (11):

K =
τt
Dε

=
S
D

(11)

where S is the membrane structure parameter.
Rearranging Equation (10) and Equation (4) gives

Cicp

CD,m
=

B[exp(JwK)− 1] + Jw
CF,m
CD,m

exp(JwK)

B[exp(JwK)− 1] + Jw
(12)

Jw = A
(

πD,m

(
1−

πicp

πD,m

)
− ∆P

)
(13)

Using van’t Hoff’s equation (Equation (5)), the ratio of the salt concentrations can

be assumed to be equal to the ratio of the osmotic pressure (i.e.,
πicp
πD,m

=
Cicp
CD,m

). Using this
assumption, Equations (13) and (12) can be combined to yield the following expression for
the water flux:

Jw = A

πD,m
1− CF,m

CD,m
exp(JwK)

1 + B
Jw
[exp(JwK)− 1]

− ∆P

 (14)

As the effect of the external concentration polarization is neglected, the concentrations
at the membrane surface can be replaced with the bulk low concentrations, i.e., CD,b = CD,m
and CF,b = CF,m. Therefore, Equation (14) yields

Jw = A

πD,b

1− CF,b
CD,b

exp(JwK)

1 + B
Jw
[exp(JwK)− 1]

− ∆P

 (15)

2.2.3. Solution Diffusion Model Development

In the model proposed by Lee et al. [37], the effect of the ECP was neglected. Therefore,
later studies proposed several modifications to include the ECP effect in the model.

Achilli’s Model

The first modification to the solution diffusion model was proposed by Achilli et al. [38],
where the effect of the ECP was considered. The dilutive ECP (at the draw side) was ob-
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tained based on film theory, where the osmotic pressure ratio in the draw side boundary
layer is given by Equation (16) [39,40]:

πD,m

πD,b
= exp

(
− Jw

kD

)
(16)

where kD is the mass transfer coefficient of the draw side.
Substituting Equation (16) into Equation (14) (which already considers the ICP ef-

fect) and assuming the ratio of the osmotic pressures to be equal to the ratio of the salt
concentrations, i.e., CF,b

CD,m
=

πF,b
πD,m

, gives the following equation for the water flux:

Jw = A

πD,b exp
(
− Jw

kD

)
− πF,b exp(JwK)

1 + B
Jw
[exp(JwK)− 1]

− ∆P

 (17)

Yip’s Model

Another model by Yip et al. [41] considered the effect of the reverse salt flux and ECP
by assuming the osmotic pressure to be linearly proportional to the salt concentration.
Similar to the ICP effect, the salt flux across the boundary layer (on the draw side) is caused
by diffusion and convection, as given by Equation (18):

Js = D
dC(x)

dx
− JwC(x) (18)

Rearrangement of Equation (18) gives(
1

C + Js
Jw

)
dC =

Jw

D
dx (19)

Integrating Equation (19) using the boundary conditions C(x) = CD,m at x = 0 and
C(x) = CD,b at x = δD, where x is the distance measured from the membrane active layer
and δD is the draw boundary layer thickness, gives the following expression for the draw
salt concentration at the membrane surface:

CD,m = CD,b exp
(

Jw
δD
D

)
+

Js

Jw

[
exp

(
Jw

δD
D

)
− 1
]

(20)

In Equation (20), the first term on the RHS represents the draw concentration at
the membrane surface, while the second term represents the reduction in salt concen-
tration due to the salt flux across the membrane active layer. Subtracting Equation (9)
from Equation (20) and substituting Js from Equation (6) and rearranging yields the
following expression:

CD,m − Cicp =
CD,bexp

(
− Jw

kD

)
− CF,bexp(JwK)

1 + B
Jw

[
exp(JwK)− exp

(
− Jw

kD

)] (21)

where kD is the mass transfer coefficient of the draw solution (kD = D/δD). Assuming the
osmotic pressure difference to be linearly proportional to the salt concentration difference,
i.e., ∆πm = ∆Cm and substituting Equation (21) into Equation (1) yields the following
expression for the water flux:

Jw = A

πD,b exp
(
− Jw

kD

)
− πF,b exp(JwK)

1 + B
Jw

[
exp(JwK)− exp

(
− Jw

kD

)] − ∆P

 (22)
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Touati’s Model

The previously discussed modifications only considered the effect of the ECP on
the draw side, neglecting its effect on the feed side. Touati et al. [42] derived a new
expression to account for the effect of the external concentration polarization on both the
draw and feed sides, as well as the ICP. Similar to the salt flux calculation on the draw
side carried out by Yip et al. [41], the salt flux across the boundary layer on the feed side
is given by Equation (18). By integrating Equation (18) using the boundary conditions
C(x) = CF,m at x = 0 and C(x) = CF,b at x = δF, Equation (23) is obtained, where x is the
distance from the membrane support layer and δF is the feed boundary layer thickness:

CF,m = CF,b exp
(

Jw
δF
D

)
+

Js

Jw

[
exp

(
Jw

δF
D

)
− 1
]

(23)

Substituting Equations (9), (20), and (23) into Equation (5) yields

πicp = βRuT
[

CF,b exp
(

Jw

kF

)
+

Js

Jw

[
exp

(
Jw

kF

)
− 1
]]

exp(JwK) +
Js

Jw
[exp(JwK)− 1] (24)

πD,m = βRuTCD,b exp
(

Jw

kD

)
+

Js

Jw

[
exp

(
Jw

kD

)
− 1
]

(25)

The ratio of the salt flux to the water flux is influenced by the water and salt perme-
ability coefficients of the membranes, as shown by Equation (26) [27]. The ratio of the salt
flux to the water flux can be solved by combining Equations (4)–(6), yielding the following
expression:

Js

Jw
=

B
AβRuT

(
1 +

A∆P
Jw

)
(26)

By substituting the equations for osmotic pressure (i.e., Equations (24) and (25)) and
Equation (26) into Equation (4), the following expression for water flux is obtained:

Jw = A
([

πD,b +
B
A

(
1 + A∆P

Jw

)]
exp

(
− Jw

kD

)
−
[
πF,b +

B
A

(
1 + A∆P

Jw

)]
exp(JwK) exp

(
Jw
kF

)
− ∆P

) (27)

Comparison between Different Models

A summary of the several modifications to the solution diffusion model is presented
in Table 1. Generally, the modified versions of the solution diffusion model predicted
results that were closer to those obtained experimentally when the effect of the ECP was
considered. The predicted water flux using the different modified versions of the solution
diffusion model were compared with the experimental results conducted using a draw
solution of 20 g/L NaCl at 20 ◦C [43]. The comparison is shown in Figure 4. When the
effects of both the internal and external concentration polarization were neglected, the
water flux was calculated using Equation (1). The average percentage error in the water
flux results obtained in this case was around 40%, while the average percentage error for
Lee et al. [37] was around 17% when compared with the experimental results. However, for
all the modified versions of the solution diffusion model that considered the effect of the
ECP, the percentage error obtained was less than 1% when compared with the experimental
data. Thus, the modified versions predict water flux values that were very close and
displayed a good agreement with experimental data, as shown in Figure 4.
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Table 1. Solution diffusion model development.

Model Model Expression Assumptions

Lee et al. [37] Jw = A

(
πD,b

1− CF,b
CD,b

exp(JwK)

1+ B
Jw [exp(JwK)−1]

− ∆P

) CF,b = CF,m
CD,b = CD,m

Achilli et al. [38] Jw = A
(

πD,b exp(− Jw
k )−πF,b exp(JwK)

1+ B
Jw [exp(JwK)−1]

− ∆P
) CF,b = CF,m

CD,b 6= CD,m
CF,b
CD,m

=
πF,b
πD,m

Yip et al. [41] Jw = A
(

πD,b exp(− Jw
k )−πF,b exp(JwK)

1+ B
Jw [exp(JwK)−exp(− Jw

k )]
− ∆P

) CF,b = CF,m
CD,b 6= CD,m
∆πm = ∆Cm

Touati et al. [42] Jw = A
([

πD,b +
B
A

(
1 + A∆P

Jw

)]
exp

(
− Jw

kD

)
−
[
πF,b +

B
A

(
1 + A∆P

Jw

)]
exp(JwK) exp

(
Jw
kF

)
− ∆P

)
CF,b 6= CF,m
CD,b 6= CD,m
π = βRTC

kD 6= kF
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3. PRO Membranes and Modules

The PRO process uses semi-permeable membranes that allow for water flow and
prevent salt flow. Membranes suitable for use in PRO should meet several criteria including
their ability to withstand relatively high pressure, which optimally should be half of the
osmotic pressure [44,45]. The membranes should also have low salt permeability and high
water permeability to enhance the water flux [44]. In addition, they should have a low
structure parameter to minimize the internal concentration polarization. In most PRO
systems, two types of membranes are commonly used, namely, (1) membranes synthesized
using cellulose acetate (CA) or cellulose triacetate (CTA) and (2) thin-film composite (TFC)
membranes, which include an active nonporous layer on a porous support layer [46,47].
These membranes are arranged in different module designs to maximize the area-to-volume
ratio, such as plate-and-frame, hollow fiber, tubular, and spiral wound modules [48,49], as
shown in Figure 5. The following section discusses two of these modules, namely, plate-
and-frame and spiral wound modules, as plate-and-frame modules are most commonly
used in laboratory investigations of PRO, while spiral wound modules were used in pilot
PRO power plants.
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3.1. Plate-and-Frame Module

A plate-and-frame module (Figure 5a) is the simplest design for packing flat sheet
membranes to increase the surface-area-to-volume ratio. In a plate-and-frame module, a
membrane is sandwiched between a feed spacer and a draw spacer, and all of these are
layered between two end plates. Feed and draw solutions are forced to flow parallel to
the membrane surface in their corresponding channels, as shown in Figure 5a. Despite its
simple design and easy manufacturing, plate-and-frame modules are not preferable for
use in large-scale PRO power plants, as they have a lower surface-area-to-volume ratio
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compared with spiral wound and hollow fiber modules [29,30]. The surface-area-to-volume
ratio for a plate-and-frame module ranges from 100 to 400 m2/m3 [50].

A single flat sheet membrane module (or membrane cell) is typically used in lab-
scale studies to assess the PRO performance and measure membrane properties. Table 2
summarizes the performance and properties of several commercial membranes tested
(experimental investigation) and simulated (numerical investigation) in flat sheet mem-
brane modules. The water and salt permeability coefficients (A and B) and the membrane
structure parameter (S) were determined by carrying out RO and FO tests using bench-top
flat sheet modules. The experimentally determined membrane properties were used in nu-
merical investigations to assess the PRO performance under different operating conditions
using the solution diffusion model. The results obtained by the numerical and experimental
investigations of flat sheet modules were commonly found to be in good agreement, as
the measured and estimated power density are in the same range, as shown in Figure 6.
This figure shows that the power densities from a few investigations of a membrane cell
that used hypersaline draw solutions were higher than 56.4 W/m2, which is considered
the minimum power density for PRO to be as cost-effective as solar photovoltaic (PV)
panels [51,52].

Table 2. Performance and key properties for commercially available membranes in a single flat sheet
membrane module from both experimental and numerical investigations.

Membrane
Material

Membrane
Area

(m2) × 10−4
Membrane Properties Operating Conditions

Power
Density
(W/m2)

Ref.

A
(L/m2 hr bar)

B
(L/m2 hr)

S
(µm)

Concentration
(Feed/Draw)

Hydraulic
Pressure

Difference (bar)

Ex
pe

ri
m

en
ta

li
nv

es
ti

ga
ti

on
s

CTA 18.8 0.67 0.40 682 DI/0.6 M NaCl 9.7 2.7 [38]
CTA 18.8 0.67 0.40 682 DI/1.026 M NaCl 9.7 5.1 [38]
CTA 140.0 0.37 0.28 590 0.01 M/1 M NaCl 15.0 3.9 [28]
CTA 140.0 0.44 0.07 1380 0.01 M/1 M NaCl 14.0 3.0 [28]
CTA 140.0 0.75 0.01 480 0.01 M/1 M NaCl 12.0 4.5 [28]
CTA 20.0 1.23 2.62 409 0.5 M/1 M NaCl 12.5 0.9 [25]
CTA 20.0 1.23 2.62 504 0.5 M/1.5 M NaCl 12.5 2.8 [25]
CTA 20.0 1.23 2.62 505 0.5 M/2 M NaCl 12.5 4.7 [25]
TFC 20.0 2.49 0.39 564 DI/0.6 M NaCl 13.8 7.5 [53]
TFC 20.0 2.49 0.39 564 DI/1 M NaCl 20.7 14.1 [53]
TFC 20.0 2.49 0.39 564 DI/2 M NaCl 41.4 39.4 [53]
TFC 20.0 2.49 0.39 564 DI/3 M NaCl 48.3 59.7 [53]
TFC 139.0 1.50 3.74 159 DI/1 M NaCl 10.5 7.0 [54]
TFC 139.0 1.94 1.99 274 DI/1 M NaCl 10.5 6.8 [54]
TFC 139.0 1.63 1.42 295 DI/1 M NaCl 21.0 8.3 [54]
TFC 139.0 1.63 1.42 295 DI/2 M NaCl 35.0 11.5 [54]
TFC 139.0 1.63 1.42 295 DI/3 M NaCl 41.0 15.5 [54]
CTA 139.0 0.51 2.19 600 DI/1 M NaCl 19.0 3.8 [54]
TFC 120.0 2.78 1.36 513 DI/1.2 M NaCl 21.0 15.3 [55]
TFC 120.0 2.29 0.30 198 DI/1.2 M NaCl 21.0 12.5 [55]
CTA 120.0 0.77 0.29 408 DI/1.2 M NaCl 21.0 9.8 [55]
CTA 120.0 0.77 0.29 408 DI/1.2 M NaCl 12.0 6.9 [55]
TFC 120.0 3.35 1.18 398 DI/1.2 M NaCl 12.0 7.9 [55]
CTA 33.7 0.42 0.29 1028 DI/3 M NaCl 40.0 10.5 [56]
CTA 33.7 0.76 0.44 655 DI/3 M NaCl 40.0 30.0 [56]
CTA 33.7 0.69 0.34 707 DI/3 M NaCl 60.0 32.0 [56]
TFC 33.7 1.25 0.19 471 DI/3 M NaCl 35.0 27.0 [56]
TFC 33.7 - - - DI/3 M NaCl 10.0 5.0 [56]
TFC 87.5 4.21 1.43 267 DI/0.51 M NaCl 6.0 5.0 [57]
CTA 10.0 0.13 0.02 800 0.008 M/0.6 M NaCl 13.0 2.3 [42]
CTA 10.0 0.38 0.09 1550 0.008 M/0.6 M NaCl 13.0 3.0 [42]
CTA 10.0 0.38 0.09 1550 0.008 M/1.026 M NaCl 24.0 5.0 [42]
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Table 2. Cont.

Membrane
Material

Membrane
Area

(m2) × 10−4
Membrane Properties Operating Conditions

Power
Density
(W/m2)

Ref.

A
(L/m2 hr bar)

B
(L/m2 hr)

S
(µm)

Concentration
(Feed/Draw)

Hydraulic
Pressure

Difference (bar)

CA 0.5 0.72 0.22 2500 DI/0.4 M NaCl 7.5 1.6 [58]
TFC 0.5 2.56 0.40 670 DI/0.48 M NaCl 10.5 2.7 [58]
CTA 20.0 1.23 2.62 689 DI/0.5 M NaCl 12.5 1.0 [26]
CTA 20.0 1.23 2.62 689 DI/1 M NaCl 12.5 3.8 [26]
CTA 20.0 1.23 2.62 689 DI/2 M NaCl 12.5 7.9 [26]
CTA 140.0 0.8 0.41 652 Tap water/0.17 M NaCl 3.6 0.3 [43]
CTA 140.0 0.8 0.41 652 Tap water/0.34 M NaCl 7.1 1.2 [43]
CTA 140.0 0.8 0.41 652 Tap water/0.51 M NaCl 10.7 2.6 [43]

N
um

er
ic

al
in

ve
st

ig
at

io
ns

TFC 139.0 1.63 1.42 295 DI/1 M NaCl 24.0 9.0 [54]
TFC 139.0 1.63 1.42 295 DI/2 M NaCl 52.5 26.0 [54]
TFC 139.0 1.63 1.42 295 DI/3 M NaCl 87.0 44.0 [54]
CTA 10.0 0.13 0.02 800 0.008 M/0.6 M NaCl 13.0 2.5 [42]
CTA 10.0 0.38 0.09 1550 0.008 M/0.6 M NaCl 13.0 3.5 [42]
CTA 10.0 0.38 0.09 1550 0.008 M/1.026 M NaCl 24.0 5.5 [42]
CTA 18.8 0.67 0.40 682 DI/0.6 M NaCl 13.0 2.9 [38]
CTA 18.8 0.67 0.40 646 DI/1.026 M NaCl 23.0 8.0 [38]
CTA 20.0 1.23 2.62 409 0.5 M/1 M NaCl 10.0 1.0 [25]
CTA 20.0 1.23 2.62 504 0.5 M/1.5 M NaCl 22.0 3.2 [25]
CTA 20.0 1.23 2.62 505 0.5 M/2 M NaCl 34.0 6.8 [25]
TFC 20.0 2.49 0.39 564 DI/0.6 M NaCl 13.8 6.9 [53]
TFC 20.0 2.49 0.39 564 DI/1 M NaCl 24.0 15.0 [53]
TFC 20.0 2.49 0.39 564 DI/2 M NaCl 55.0 41.0 [53]
TFC 20.0 2.49 0.39 564 DI/3 M NaCl 95.0 75.0 [53]
TFC 20.0 2.49 0.39 564 DI/1 M NaCl 23.0 14.2 [59]
TFC 20.0 2.49 0.39 564 DI/3 M NaCl 51.0 39.5 [59]
TFC 20.0 1.23 2.62 689 DI/1 M NaCl 18.2 4.8 [59]
TFC 20.0 1.23 2.62 689 DI/0.5 M NaCl 8.0 1.6 [59]
CTA 10.0 0.38 0.09 1550 0.008 M/0.6 M NaCl 12.0 2.5 [60]
CTA 10.0 0.38 0.09 1550 0.008 M/1.2 M NaCl 30.0 12.0 [60]
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3.2. Spiral Wound Module (SWM)

The other common module used in PRO systems is the spiral wound module (SWM),
which is more suitable for use in large-scale plants since it has a large membrane-area-to-
volume ratio (300–1000 m2/m3) [50]. An SWM consists of several membrane envelopes
and spacers wrapped around a perforated tube, as shown in Figure 5c. The commercially
available reverse osmosis SWM was modified by Foreman and Worsley [61] to be suitable
initially for FO and later for the PRO process. In their design, a central glue line was added
to the membrane facing the feed side, causing feed water to flow back to the central tube
through a 180-degree turn, as shown in Figure 7. This causes a significant increase in the
pressure drop on the feed water side due to the long flow path. In addition, this design
was reported to be inadequate for PRO due to the presence of areas of low flow velocity
and poor flow distribution [30].
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Several studies experimentally investigated the performance of an SWM working
under PRO conditions [29,62–65]. They reported many performance issues, such as the
draw solution’s high-pressure effect, the deviation between experimental measurements
and the model prediction, and differing performance between large and small module
areas. Kim et al. [29] experimentally investigated the performance of a PRO-SWM with a
membrane area of 29 m2. They reported a large increase in the feed solution pressure drop
as water flowed through the draw channel. Xu et al. [65] reported a similar increase in the
feed solution pressure drop, which was caused by the draw solution’s high pressure, when
using a PRO-SWM with a membrane area of 0.94 m2. The PRO performance of a small
SWM module with a membrane area of 0.5 m2 was investigated both numerically and
experimentally by Attarde et al. [62]. Using numerical analysis, they achieved a maximum
power density of 3.5 W/m2; however, they were unable to obtain this power density
experimentally due to the hydraulic pressure limit of the membrane (5 bars).

Several studies numerically investigated the performance of an SWM [62,66–69]. The
reported power density values of these studies were noticed to be higher compared with
the experimental results. Matta et al. [66] numerically investigated the performance of
an SWM with a membrane area of 30 m2, assuming a linear pressure drop across the
length of the membrane. Although the results of their numerical analysis were validated
against experimental data of a flat sheet module with an area of 20 cm2, their obtained
power density was overestimated compared with the experimental results obtained by
Kim et al. [29] for the same SWM. Another study by Altaee and Cippolina [67] also over-
estimated the power density values of a large-scale SWM, which might have been due
to the fact that they ignored the effect of the pressure drop along the module, yielding a
higher water flux. The overestimation of power density values reported by these numerical
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investigations was also reported by Binger and Achilli [68]. They compared the power
density obtained by their numerical model to the experimental results of Achilli et al. [63]
for a PRO-SWM with an area of 4.18 m2. The overestimation of the power density by some
numerical investigations of SWM compared with experimental data is clearly shown in
Table 3 and Figure 8, where the numerically calculated power density values are higher than
the experimentally measured power density for the same membrane properties. Although
several numerical SWM investigations predicted a high power density of up to 16 W/m2,
the highest power density achieved through experimental investigations of the SWM was
3.5 W/m2. From Table 3, the results obtained via numerical and experimental investigations
of small-scale modules were comparable. However, in large-scale modules, the power
density obtained using experimental investigations was considerably lower than those
obtained using numerical investigations. This could have been due to the performance
of large-scale modules being significantly influenced by the effect of the draw solution’s
high hydraulic pressure on the feed side pressure drop [29,65]. However, this effect is
not significant in the case of small SWM and flat sheet modules. Thus, the effect of the
draw hydraulic pressure on feed side pressure drop should be considered in numerical
investigations when assessing the performance of a large SWM.

Table 3. Performance and key properties for commercially available membranes in a spiral wound
module from both experimental and numerical investigations.

Membrane
Material

Membrane
Area (m2) Membrane Properties Operating Conditions

Power
Density
(W/m2)

Ref.

A
(L/m2 hr bar)

B
(L/m2 hr)

S
(µm)

Concentration
(Feed/Draw)

Hydraulic
Pressure

Difference (bar)

Ex
pe

ri
m

en
ta

li
nv

es
ti

ga
ti

on
s

TFC 29.0 0.72 0.28 645 0.001 M/0.6 M NaCl 7.7 0.96 [29]
TFC 29.0 0.72 0.28 645 0.001 M/1.2 M NaCl 15.6 2.10 [29]
TFC 29.0 0.72 0.28 645 0.001 M/0.52 M NaCl 9.8 0.82 [29]
TFC 29.0 0.72 0.28 645 0.002 M/0.6 M NaCl 9.8 1.00 [29]
TFC 29.0 0.72 0.28 645 0.01 M/0.6 M NaCl 9.8 0.91 [29]
TFC 29.0 0.72 0.28 645 0.05 M/0.6 M NaCl 9.8 0.49 [29]
TFC 29.0 0.72 0.28 645 0.08 M/0.6 M NaCl 9.8 0.08 [29]
CTA 0.5 0.63 0.42 496 0.008 M/0.07 M NaCl 1.0 0.02 [62]
CTA 0.5 0.63 0.42 496 0.008 M/0.1 M NaCl 2.3 0.07 [62]
CTA 0.5 0.63 0.42 496 0.008 M/0.15 M NaCl 3.4 0.15 [62]
CTA 0.5 0.63 0.42 496 0.008 M/0.51 M NaCl 4.0 0.56 [62]
CTA 0.5 0.63 0.42 496 0.008 M/1.026 M NaCl 4.0 1.10 [62]
CTA 0.9 - - - DI/0.5 M NaCl 4.5 0.40 [65]
TFC 15.3 - - - Tap water/0.6 M NaCl 12.0 1.40 [64]
TFC 15.3 - - - Tap water/0.8 M NaCl 12.0 1.64 [64]
TFC 15.3 - - - Tap water/1.2 M NaCl 16.0 2.33 [64]
TFC 4.2 5.10 0.09 310 DI/0.48 M NaCl 4.5 1.12 * [63]
TFC 4.2 5.10 0.09 310 DI/0.48 M NaCl 9.5 3.51 * [63]

N
um

er
ic

al
in

ve
st

ig
at

io
ns

CTA 0.5 0.63 0.42 496 0.008 M/0.07 M NaCl 1.5 0.03 [62]
CTA 0.5 0.63 0.42 496 0.008 M/0.1 M NaCl 2.3 0.07 [62]
CTA 0.5 0.63 0.42 496 0.008 M/0.15 M NaCl 3.4 0.15 [62]
CTA 0.5 0.63 0.42 496 0.008 M/0.51 M NaCl 10.2 0.95 [62]
CTA 0.5 0.63 0.42 496 0.008 M/1.026 M NaCl 21.0 3.25 [62]
TFC 4.2 5.10 0.09 310 DI/0.48 M NaCl 8.0 5.10 [68]
TFC 4.2 5.10 0.09 310 DI/0.48 M NaCl 10.5 9.50 [68]
TFC 4.2 5.10 0.09 310 DI/0.48 M NaCl 9.5 9.00 [68]
TFC 4.2 5.10 0.09 310 DI/0.48 M NaCl 11.0 11.00 [68]
TFC 4.2 5.10 0.09 310 DI/0.48 M NaCl 10.0 10.80 [68]
CTA 30.0 0.40 0.30 702 0.6 M/2.74 M NaCl 50.0 9.90 [66]
CTA 30.0 0.40 0.30 702 DI/0.5 M NaCl 9.0 1.75 [66]
CTA 8.4 3.42 0.31 350 DI/0.6 M NaCl 13.0 16.00 [69]
N/A 24.0 1.23 2.60 167 0.02 M/1.2 M NaCl 27.5 12.10 [67]
N/A 24.0 1.23 2.60 167 0.02 M/0.6 M NaCl 13.8 3.70 [67]

* The power density was calculated using the data given in the cited reference to account for the pressure drop.
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4. First PRO Pilot Plant

The first attempt at commercial power generation using PRO was a pilot plant in
Norway; it was built by Statkraft in 2009 and later terminated in 2014 [70,71]. They used
spiral wound modules with different membrane types and generated power with a power
density of 0.9 W/m2, which was significantly lower than the expected power density. The
inadequate production of energy could have been due to the use of inefficient spacers, as
the commercially available spacers are not suitable for PRO application [30]. These spacers
lead to severe membrane deformation as the hydraulic draw pressure increases, which
blocks the feed channel, increasing the pressure drop on the feed side and reducing the
performance [26–28,53]. Moreover, the module design used was reported to be unsuitable,
as it resulted in the presence of areas of low flow velocity and poor flow distribution [30].
Another important factor that influenced the power density generated was the effect of
the draw solution dilution [17,59]. Throughout the length of the membrane, the effective
osmotic pressure difference decreases from the inlet to the outlet. This effect is more
pronounced in PRO systems with a large membrane area due to the large changes in
salt concentrations at both the draw and feed sides. Additionally, the presence of both
internal and external concentration polarization, as well as membrane fouling, which
could be reduced but not eliminated by regular cleaning, reduces the performance of
PRO systems [32,33,72]. The inefficiency of the first PRO power plant prototype indicated
the need to optimize the design of PRO membranes, modules, spacers, and operating
conditions to reach the power-generating potential of PRO. This encouraged several efforts
to enhance the design of modules and spacers to enhance PRO performance [73,74]. Some
of these efforts included studies that improved the design of SWMs by modifying the
central tubes [75] and modifying the arrangement of the membrane and spacers [76–78].
New module designs were also proposed, such as those consisting of a stack of membrane
plate assemblies [79]. Moreover, to reduce membrane damage and increase its mechanical
strength, a woven or non-woven mesh was added as membrane support [80], or a base
layer with mechanical reinforcement was added [81]. However, despite these notable
efforts, PRO commercialization is yet to be achieved.
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5. PRO Challenges
5.1. Concentration Polarization

Concentration polarization is the accumulation or depletion of solutes near the mem-
brane interface due to water flow from the feed side to the draw side of the membrane.
Thus, creating a smaller concentration difference across the membrane active layer when
compared with the bulk concentration difference across the membrane, which negatively
affects the overall performance [82,83]. Concentration polarization can either be internal,
which occurs inside the membrane support layer, or external, which occurs near the mem-
brane surface, as shown in Figure 3. The presence of internal concentration polarization
in the support layer occurs due to the accumulation of salts in the active–support layer
interface, and this concentration is represented by Cicp. This reduces the effective osmotic
pressure difference across the active membrane layer and consequently reduces the water
flux across the membrane. The internal concentration polarization is controlled by the
membrane structure parameter (S), which is the characteristic length that an ion diffuses
through in the membrane support layer to reach the feed solution side [43,84]. With a
lower structure parameter, the internal concentration polarization is reduced. On the other
hand, external concentration polarization can be either concentrative or dilutive. As water
flows from the feed to the draw side, an increase in the concentration at the support layer
surface occurs (CF,b to CF,m), i.e., concentrative external concentration polarization, and a
decrease in the concentration at the active layer surface occurs (CD,b to CD,m), i.e., dilutive
external concentration polarization. External concentration polarization can be controlled
by introducing turbulence near the membrane surface through membrane spacers. The
combined effect of both the internal and external concentration polarization results in the
reduction of the effective driving force from the difference in bulk concentrations (CD,b–CF,b)
to the difference in concentrations across the membrane active layer (CD,m–Cicp).

5.2. Pressure Drop

Membrane spacers play an important role in modules, as they introduce turbulence
at the membrane surface, which decreases the external concentration polarization [85–87].
However, these spacers can have a negative effect on the performance, as they cause a
significant increase in the pressure drop [88–90]. The pressure drop has a significant effect
on the water flux, as it affects the hydraulic pressure difference across the membrane [91–97].
Therefore, the effect of the pressure drop along the flow channels should be considered
in water flux calculations when modeling the PRO process. The pressure drop along the
flow channels was measured experimentally for several spacer geometries at different
velocities [86,98,99]. The measurements were conducted using a rectangular channel filled
with a spacer or using an RO membrane module. Therefore, the effect of the spacer elastic
deformation due to high pressure and a membrane indentation depth was not considered in
these measurements. The pressure drop measurements were then used to develop empirical
correlations for the friction factor as a function of the Reynolds number. The correlations
were used by several studies to estimate the pressure drop in actual membrane modules
with both small and large membrane areas to assess the PRO performance [100–103]. It is
important to emphasize that these empirical correlations can only be used to estimate the
pressure drop across a channel with the same spacer used in the experimental measurement
and without the effect of elastic deformation of the spacer and membrane indentation
depth under high operating pressure. Even though there are numerous correlations for
spacers with different characteristics [104,105], a general correlation is needed that can be
used with currently available PRO spacers.

An alternative approach for estimating the pressure drop across a channel is using
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) in either a simplified 2D model or a detailed 3D
model [103,106–110]. The simplified 2D model was utilized by several studies to inves-
tigate the concentration, pressure drop, and flow distribution [111–114]. Spacers with a
triangular filament cross-section geometry were reported to be more efficient at reducing
the concentration polarization when compared with spacers with different geometries [115].
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Although 2D models can allow for the quick estimation of the pressure drop for differ-
ent spacers, a drawback to 2D models is their lack of ability to accurately estimate the
pressure drop for spacers with complex geometrical features. On the other hand, 3D
models allow for an accurate estimation of the pressure drop, as complex geometrical
features, such as the filament intersection, angle of attack, and mesh angle, are taken into
consideration [103,109,116–120]. Three-dimensional CFD simulations were conducted by
drawing cylindrical filaments in a crossing arrangement or using captured microscopic
images of the spacer as the geometry of the computational domain. This latter approach
was used by Picioreanu et al. [118], who reported the pressure drop after considering
the variation in filament diameters at the intersections to be twice that of the geometry
based on a crossing arrangement of cylindrical filaments. However, it is worth mentioning
that 3D simulations can be time-consuming and may require high computational power.
Moreover, the geometries of commercially available spacers tend to be more complex than
spacers with a crossing arrangement of filaments. This could be explained by the change
in diameter at the filament intersection [118,121]. An alternative approach for pressure
drop estimation across a channel is by treating spacer-filled channels as porous media and
using Darcy–Forchheimer equations and CFD simulations [90]. This approach allows for
the incorporation of the complex geometrical features of spacers without the need for high
computational power. However, the main drawback to this approach is the necessity to
estimate both the permeability and inertia coefficients.

5.3. Draw Pressure Effect on Feed Channel Hydrodynamics

High draw pressure affects feed channel hydrodynamics, as it reduces the feed channel
gap, thus increasing the pressure drop significantly, which reduces the PRO performance.
Karabelas et al. [122] investigated the effect of the draw pressure on the feed channel
gap and reported that it is influenced by the indentation depth and reduction in spacer
thickness, as shown in Figure 9. The indentation depth can be defined as the depth of the
membrane that is deformed due to the applied pressure. Moreover, the reduction in spacer
thickness is a result of the elastic deformation of the spacer due to the applied pressure.
These effects caused a reduction of around 16% in the effective feed channel gap as draw
pressure increased from 1 to 3 bar. Another approach to study the effect of draw hydraulic
pressure on the feed channel hydrodynamics was used by Jeon et al. [123], where they
changed the draw pressure and measured the feed pressure drop experimentally. Using
these results, they developed a correlation to estimate the feed pressure drop using draw
solution pressure. However, the draw pressure used by both studies was lower (by up to
3 bars) when compared with the usual operating draw pressure used in PRO [122,123].
She et al. [27] investigated the effect of the feed spacer geometry on the PRO performance.
It was reported that feed spacers with large openings resulted in severe membrane defor-
mation, increasing the pressure drop in the feed channel and reducing the power density
significantly. Thus, the effect of the draw solution pressure on the effective feed channel
gap, which significantly increases the feed pressure drop, should be considered when
optimizing the PRO performance, as it is noticeable in large-scale modules.
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5.4. Temperature Variation Effect

The feed and draw solution temperatures can greatly influence the PRO performance.
Water temperatures can fluctuate with changes in seasonal temperature and geograph-
ical location, affecting the temperature of the water used as the draw or feed in a PRO
power plant [124,125]. A solution’s temperature can influence its properties, such as the
density, diffusion coefficient, viscosity, and osmotic pressure. The solution temperature
also affects a membrane’s geometrical characteristics, such as its thickness, porosity, and
pore size. Moreover, membrane properties, such as water and salt permeabilities, were re-
ported to increase with increasing temperature [125,126]. However, some studies reported
a decrease in salt permeability with increasing temperature [127]. The membrane struc-
ture parameter, on the other hand, was reported to decrease with increasing temperature
by some studies [125], while others reported no change in the structure parameter with
temperature [126]. Thus, due to the disagreement in the literature on the effect of tem-
perature on membrane parameters, further studies are required to properly understand
the effect of temperature on membrane parameters. Increases in water temperature were
shown to enhance the power density in several studies [125,126]. However, the increase in
power density with increasing water temperature was reported to be more profound at low
draw solution concentrations [25]. Therefore, due to the noticeable effect of temperature
on the PRO performance, changes in solution temperatures should be considered when
designing PRO systems or when assessing their performance.

6. Conclusions and Recommendations

Despite being recognized as a promising technique to generate power, the commercial-
ization of PRO is currently facing many obstacles. One major challenge is the suboptimal
performance of the commercially available membranes when used in PRO systems, as some
of these membranes were developed for other applications. Membrane selection in PRO
is based on the concentration difference used, which determines the required operating
pressure difference. With an increasing concentration difference, the optimal hydraulic
pressure difference increases, requiring a membrane that can withstand high pressures.
These membranes usually include a thick support layer, which can negatively affect the
PRO performance by increasing the effect of the internal concentration polarization. Con-
versely, at a lower concentration difference, an optimal membrane would possess a thin
support layer to reduce the effect of the internal concentration polarization. Therefore, a
broad selection of commercially available membranes that are suitable for the wide range
of concentration differences can substantially aid PRO commercialization.

Other important challenges to commercialization are the inadequacy of the available
feed spacer and module designs for use in PRO systems. Due to the high pressure in
the draw channel, feed spacers are compressed, decreasing the effective feed channel
height, which significantly increases the pressure drop on the feed side. This phenomenon
has not been thoroughly investigated, as it is specific to the PRO process while being
absent in RO systems and negligible in FO due to the absence of the large hydraulic
pressure difference. Although many 2D CFD simulations were conducted to model the
performance of spacers, they could not accurately estimate the pressure drop for spacers
with complex geometrical features. On the other hand, 3D models can be time-consuming
and require high computational power. Thus, it is necessary to develop appropriate feed
spacers that are able to withstand high draw pressures without significantly decreasing
the effective feed channel gap. Similarly, the development of a suitable module design is
required to facilitate PRO commercialization, as the commercially available spiral wound
module is not adequate for PRO systems. This can be explained by the unfavorable flow
pattern on the feed side, which results in a high pressure drop and the presence of areas of
low velocity.

Although PRO commercialization is a remote prospect, notable advancements in
membrane development are present. This can be seen in the abundance of lab-synthesized
membranes developed for different concentration differences, which are yet to be commer-
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cialized. On the other hand, there is a lack of research efforts aimed at improving spacers
and module designs for use in PRO. Therefore, future research should focus on developing
appropriate spacers and modules to achieve successful PRO commercialization.
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Nomenclature

A Membrane water permeability m/s·Pa
B Membrane salt permeability m/s
C Concentration g/kg
D Diffusion coefficient m2/s
J Flow flux m/s
K Solute resistivity s/m
k Mass transfer coefficient m/s
P Hydraulic pressure Pa
R Universal gas constant J/mol·K
S Structure parameter m
t Membrane thickness m
W Power density W/m2

Greek symbols
β van’t Hoff coefficient -
ε Porosity -
π Osmotic pressure Pa
τ Tortuosity -
Subscripts
b Bulk
D Draw solution
F Feed solution
icp Active–support layer interface
m Membrane surface
s Salt or solute
w Water
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